35
PROJECTS
A Reflection on 35 Projects
In 2012, I went to Austin to visit with my brother and celebrate my 35th birthday. Prior to this trip, I’d traveled
extensively around Texas and checked a lot of the must-see tourist destinations off my list. I’d had my share
of BBQ and chased my favorite food truck, VIA 313, around town for a late-night snack more than once. I’d
shopped, hiked, visited presidential libraries, and enjoyed live music. But for this particular birthday trip, I was
craving something more.
As a nonprofit professional, I wanted to know what made the nonprofit sector in Austin tick. How did they grow,
fundraise, recruit volunteers, and fulfill their missions? I wanted to know the secret sauce Austin non-profits,
great and small alike, used to find success in a city already saturated with new and great ideas.
What followed was a year-long journey that took me to over a dozen states, zig-zagging across the country. I
completed 35 projects, one for each trip I have taken around the sun, in my spare time, while also working fulltime as a Public Policy Director for the Alzheimer’s Association. I have to thank my friends and family for their
support during this time; I logged a lot of miles, slept on a lot of couches, and was not home for dinner as much
as I should have been.
Along the way, what I learned was invaluable to me as a non-profit professional. It was life-changing to see firsthand why people give their time, blood, sweat, tears, and sometimes, their last twenty dollars, to make things
happen. I never will forget the lessons I learned while joining in on the fun, getting my hands dirty, and being
part of the grit of 35 different non-profits. I celebrated some high-highs, such as setting loose a chained dog in
Portland after constructing a fence with Fences for Fido, as well as some low-lows, such as preparing a town in
Indiana to receive the remains of a fallen soldier killed in Afghanistan with Larry the Flagman. In the end, what I
was really part of was just an average day in the non-profit sector, where ordinary people with various skills and
talents come together to make the extraordinary happen.

Carrie Collins-Fadell, MPA
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Lady Bird Johnson
Wildflower Center
Austin, Texas
February 2012

The Wildflower Center
I called the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center in January to tell
them about this crazy idea that I had called 35 Projects. This is my
first real pitch, I thought. How this goes might even be indicative of
how the overall project will go. This is where the rubber meets the
road.
Well, I pretty much crashed and burned on my first pitch. I didn’t get
a no, but I certainly didn’t get a yes. I don’t blame the communications department for being slightly skeptical. My website wasn’t up
yet, and my Facebook page only had one like… my own. I probably
sounded like I was making the whole thing up. In the end, I emailed
a volunteer coordinator and asked if I could volunteer for just one
day. I was going to be in Texas visiting family, and could I stop by
Friday morning? I received an immediate yes and quickly learned that the LBJ Wildflower Center is a well-oiled
machine when it comes to volunteers – they have dozens of them. This got my attention after working for so
many nonprofits that have a difficult time keeping productive volunteers engaged. In 2011, the $4.4 million-dollar
organization had volunteers that gave over 34,000 hours of service.

BIG IDEAS and other things that you want to forget at 5am
On Friday morning, I remembered another thing about volunteering; namely, that it can require getting up early,
which sucks when you are dealing with jet lag and slept on a love seat all night that is two feet shorter than you
are. Add this to the fact that I would rather sleep in and take a margarita lunch on a patio somewhere in the
Texas sun and you have an all-out bad attitude brewing. Had I not already told so many people about the idea,
I might have been tempted to go back to sleep, conjure up some of my famous procrastination, and wait until
next year. 36 Projects has kind of a nice ring after all, doesn’t it?
Instead, I got on the road heading up to the Wildflower Center and even cajoled my mother into join me. She
was in an even fouler mood than I was. When a Sonic breakfast burrito and strong coffee couldn’t even turn
things around, I was excited to see that at least I come by my occasional bad attitude honestly. When my mother gets like this about one of my crazy ideas I start doubting myself, immediately. No matter how doubtful I felt
about an entire year of 5 a.m. weekends on top of my demanding work schedule, it was too late to quit. After all,
I had a website for cripes sake; no turning back now. We drove through the grey, drizzling morning and arrived
at the center. Once again, Texas had experienced a record drought in the months prior to my visit. By some accounts, seventy percent of Texas received only one-half of their annual rainfall during the previous summer. This
made the work of the Wildflower Center even more important as they scrambled to continue promoting sustainable lawns and landscapes while protecting native species. The center even produces its own drought-resistant
lawn seed, eliminating the need to decide between scorched lawns and high water bills.

Getting Your Hands Dirty
I was sent a map and detailed instructions on where to park and enter the Wildflower Center prior to my arrival,
a further testament to their level of organization. As soon as I walked in the door of the volunteer meeting room,
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it was clear that volunteers are valued. Later, it would also
become clear that they work hard, but for now I gazed in
jealousy at a bulletin board with hundreds of volunteer
name badges clipped onto a wire grid. Finding, training,
and retaining dedicated volunteers is a constant battle for
nonprofits. How to reward someone when their work is
valuable, but you can’t show that with money is the question nonprofits struggle to answer.
I was introduced to other workers and we were quickly
whisked away to the greenhouse for an introduction to
the day’s project. We would be sowing seeds into small
containers. The seedlings would be transplanted when
they started to grow, and eventually, be planted around
the center or sold for profit during a garden fundraiser.
With ticket sales down in the blazing heat as much as 30
percent, I was told by volunteers that the plants that we
were growing were a vital source of income. Great, no
pressure though, right?

Wildflower center volunteer name badges

The work was fun and the team I was on, Team Trouble, made it more interesting. The seeds were small, had
to be counted, and were often light as air, appearing almost like dried-up wisps. Trying not to mess anything up
would be a constant theme for the morning. Each seed type had its own mysterious requirements as to how
many seeds were to be planted in each little pod and how much dirt to cover the seeds with. Our morning projects moved along at a fast pace. This was partially due to the inclement weather. There was a group of male volunteers in the middle of a large door/frame replacement project that was put on hold in the rain. People tend to
enjoy doors on buildings not being removed in the middle of a rainstorm, for whatever reason. These gentlemen
were assisting us instead. I learned that each doorframe that they could replace saved the Wildflower Centers
thousands of dollars. At the time they were on their fifth or sixth door. This was a great reminder that nonprofit
organizations need a variety of skill-sets.

An Idea Solidifies
As I planted trays of future seedlings, I could see my idea for a year spent
volunteering whenever and wherever I could, even destination volunteering,
take shape that day. My mom and I had flown into Austin just a few hours
earlier knowing only three people in the entire town. While we worked and
chatted the morning away, we made new friends, got a real feel for the city
as the locals see it, and picked up some great restaurant and entertainment
recommendations.
In the coming days, my mom and I talked about our volunteer experience
with as much or even more excitement than the other stops we made in the
city that we had never visited before. I left the Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower
Center and the city of Austin hopeful that both the seeds I had planted that
weekend and 35 Projects would take root and thrive, growing to their full
potential.
Tags Identify Planted Seeds

For more information about the fabulous Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower
Center and the important role that they play visit: www.wildflower.org
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Fences for Fido
Portland, Oregon
April 2012

Recently I heard actor Michael J. Fox give an interview where he
discussed his view on life. Stricken with a debilitating disease with
visible symptoms, Fox discussed his positive outlook and motivation
to live life on his terms, no matter what curve ball is thrown at him.
One of his most poignant pieces of advice was on keeping it simple.
Fox said, “Look, if you want to do something, go do it. Don’t sit there and invent reasons not to.”
I was struck by the power and the truth of his statement. You can sit there and talk about something for weeks,
analyzing and fretting, or you can get up and get things done. You might say that Fences for Fido co-founders,
Kelly Peterson and Andrea Kozil, live by a similar philosophy. Sick of hearing stories about dogs forced to languish at the end of chains and exposed to the elements year after year, Peterson and friends chose to create
an organization to change that, one dog at a time. Their vision became real in Fences for Fido. As the second
volunteer group in the United States dedicated to building free fences for dogs confined to chains, this all-volunteer organization was patterned after the Coalition to Unchain Dogs, started in 2006 by The HSUS’s Spay
Neuter Initiatives Manager Amanda Arrington in North Carolina.

Almost 300 and Counting
Fences For Fido unchained its first dog in May of 2009. Since then, it has
changed the lives of almost 300 dogs in the Portland area. This group
drew my attention because they are an all-volunteer nonprofit, meaning
not even one of them takes a salary, and the volunteers must have some
serious responsibilities that would normally be covered by paid staff. I
wanted to see how this plays out during a large volunteer operation.
Fences for Fido’s work benefits not only for the dog and its family, but
the community as a whole. Dogs chained for unending periods of time
will react in one of two ways: they will become listless and depressed,
or violently aggressive. As pack animals, dogs thrive with socialization and companionship. Living life alone and
chained can change a dog’s natural gentle temperament into a threatening one. It’s no coincidence that, according to the Centers for Disease Control states, chained dogs are 2.8 times more likely to bite than unchained
dogs. A chained dog who gets loose can pose a real threat to a neighborhood.
I worked for Fences for Fido as my second project. I made arrangements to volunteer using Fences for Fido’s
efficient online system to register for its weekly builds, which
would be a point of pride for any organization. The outreach
coordinator who welcomed me to the build in Woodburn, Oregon was Melinda Miller. Melinda has supported the organization
through several builds. Not only is she a great wealth of knowledge, but she is so encouraging towards the newbie volunteers.
Being from out of town, I was treated like a VIP with a special
introduction and Facebook postings from Fences for Fido announcing that someone from Michigan was volunteering with
continued next page
Volunteers work on bear’s fence
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the group. I met everyone on the team and we got straight to work. A volunteer’s truck pulled in with the fence
supplies. Fence posts were set, wire was cut, a flurry of activity was happening. My team was tasked with cutting
yards of ground wire and bending it so that it was ready to make the enclosure escape-proof.

The Incredible Mr. Bear
Of course, at the center of this was the beneficiary of our morning of work, a gregarious and lovable dog named
Bear. A gentle soul, Bear eagerly soaked in our attention
and stayed on site for the entire build as we transformed
his world from a small plastic igloo doghouse and a tie
line to a deluxe fenced-in yard. One of Bear’s people led
him around the yard on a leash during the build so that
he could inspect. It reaffirmed for me what Fences for
Fido has found over the course of dozens of builds: that
chaining a pet 24/7 is often the result of a complex set of
circumstances. Many families simply do not have the financial resources to build a fence, even though they often do
love their pets and want the best for them. Unchaining the
dog can facilitate an entire different relationship between
the pet and the family, with less guilt from the owners
and more socialization to improve the dog’s mental state,
Do you need any help over here?
which leads to reduced aggression. When Fences for Fido
approaches a family about upgrading their fido’s housing
with a fence, doghouse, and vet care, some are so overwhelmed with pet ownership that they simply give their
dogs up to re-home. Fences for Fido will take them and
facilitate the transfer into a new home when necessary.

The Show-Off and the VIP Guest
On the build site, Bear had already received a cozy new
large doghouse with a shingled roof built to withstand the
Pacific Northwest winters from Fences for Fido and he was
hamming it up, showing it off. After the build, Bear’s family
would allow Fences for Fido volunteers to take him for his
second ever car ride for a vet appointment and a good
grooming. The mats in Bear’s fur had formed almost into
dreadlocks, giving him what volunteers dubbed a Rastafarian look.

Bear wants to make sure that you see his new
house and comfy straw.

Working with Fences for Fido was an amazing experience. While the outreach coordinators and fundraising volunteers had been working for months behind the scenes, from the point of view of the day’s volunteers, things
happened fast. The fence was done by noon, even though we had just started at 8 that morning. Being the VIP
guest that day, I was able to hang the Fences for Fido plaque on Bear’s fence and release Bear for the first time
in his enclosure. This is the magic moment and a sweet spot of the day. Here the formerly chained dog relearns
how to run, play, and essentially be a dog without the chain snapping his head back, bringing him to a stop.
Since Bear had been onsite all day, his release was a little less dramatic. Walking cautiously over to a volunteer
for some pets, Bear then chased after a dog toy thrown by the volunteer. Instead of running straight towards
the toy, as you would expect a dog to do, bear turned left and then traveled on the path that he had worn into
the earth. This was the path that he had to travel day after day as a chained dog. Bear repeated that a few more
times before he began to deviate from what had previously been the only path that his chain had allowed him to
take.
continued next page
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For Bear and the others, once you are a Fences for Fido client, they stick with you for the long haul. With twice
yearly check-ins by the outreach coordinator, Fences for Fido dogs and the families that love them receive education on keeping the Fido safe during the heat of the summer and the cold of winter. Every dog who receives
a fence also gets a sturdy new doghouse furnished with a durable, handmade bed, free or reduced-cost spay/
neuter, and other urgent veterinary care. Training consults are available if the dog has behavioral issues. Volunteers deliver seasonal care packages of treats, flea treatment, new beds, and other goodies and check the
condition of the fence. It is amazing to witness a dog sighing contently in their new house as their small, uncomfortable, and unprotective shelter lays discarded off to the side. When you see that, the chain tossed aside, you
are reminded of how far they have come.

Smokey’s Fund

Smokey — chained and alone,
miles from anyone

I also became interested in and donated to Smokey’s Fund. Smokey was
found alone and chained on a hill by an animal lover who stumbled upon
him while searching for a lost cat. Chained for nine years in deplorable
conditions, Smokey had mats the size of softballs hanging from his long
collie fur. Poor nutrition, constant exposure to the elements, no exercise,
untreated infections, and general lack of veterinary care had left him
deaf (one of his eardrums had disintegrated from infection) with a paralyzed larynx, severe arthritis, and degenerative joint disease. Smokey’s
“owner” allowed him to be taken away by the kind person that happened
upon him and simply couldn’t bear to leave him there to live that life for
one more day. This was before Fences for Fido existed. Some people
had probably even seen Smokey but had no idea how to help or whom
to call. This isn’t the case anymore thanks to Fences for Fido’s amazing
volunteers.
Once rescued, Smokey received much needed veterinary care and
constant love and attention – but he suffered for the rest of his life from
being chained and neglected all those years. He had three good years
with a family that loved him, and this fund will ensure his legacy lives on
forever. You can learn more about Smokey and the animals that his fund
has helped at: http://www.fencesforfido.org

Smokey after his rescue

Smokey’s Fund at Fences for Fido:
ƕƕ
ƕƕ
ƕƕ
ƕƕ

Builds fences & provides houses for dogs who have lived for more than 5 years chained.
Provides comprehensive veterinary care and medications for these physically suffering dogs.
Helps facilitate the rescue & adoption of these dogs.
Supports educational efforts about the physical suffering and illness that result from a dog being chained.
Thank you to Melinda Miller and all of the volunteers at Fences For
Fido for a truly unforgettable experience.
A special thank you to my wonderful friend, Amy M., who generously
gave me a place to stay, making this trip a possibility. She believed in
this project and encouraged me when I wasn’t even sure what I was
doing or that anyone would be interested. Turns out she was absolutely right!
continued next page
Bear after a grooming appointment
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Thank you! Everyone I volunteered with was helpful and welcoming

Fences For Fido is a 501c3. Donations
are tax-deductable and can be made
at www.fencesforfido.org
or mailed to
P.O. Box 42265 • Portland, OR 97242
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The Pongo Fund
Portland, Oregon
April 2012

A food bank for pets – what kind of charity is that? At first glance,
the idea might look frivolous. There are so many hungry people in
America, after all; why worry about pets? However, if you had just lost
your job and you were struggling to feed your long-time furry family
members or thinking about how you are going to explain to your son
that you have to choose between dropping his beloved dog off at a
shelter or paying for daddy’s hospital bills, you wouldn’t think it was
ridiculous. When you look at the problem of hunger as a whole, a pet
food bank is not only a compassionate, but a sensible idea.
The concept that has filled Pacific Northwest pet bowls 3 million times
since 2009 was born one fall when founder Larry Chusid saw a homeless
couple in Portland. He inquired if they were going to have food for the
upcoming Thanksgiving holiday. They replied that they did, but the soup
kitchen didn’t have pet food. This meant that the dogs received part of
the meals meant for their owners. Everyone was still hungry, and no one
was getting the proper nutrition. Whether they are living under a bridge
in Oregon or barely making the mortgage payment in suburbia, hungry
people have hungry pets.
Larry took the couple a bag of high-quality pet food the next day. Thus,
began a brand-new chapter in the fight to reduce the population of unwanted pets in animal shelters in Oregon and across the nation. You see,
if you help a family keep their pets through an emergency, the pets stay
out of already overcrowded shelters and with the people who love them.
Lives are saved and families remain intact, fur members and all.

The Pongo Fund Warehouse
For 35 Projects, I want to
look at nonprofit ideas that need to be replicated across the country,
and I had been interested in the work that The Pongo Fund does for
quite some time. My friend Sarah, a regular Pongo volunteer, made
the arrangements. I thought this would be a fun gig, volunteering at
Pongo. After all, I got to be with Sarah, a friend I love spending time
with, and a new friend, Amy, who I met at the Fences for Fido build
the day before. On Sunday morning, I drove across town and parked
at the convention center. Walking up to the warehouse with a smile,
full of anticipation about buying a Pongo Fund t-shirt, I was stopped in
my tracks by the image awaiting me: the line of pet owners wrapped
around the building. And this was hours before it opened. I was dumbfounded. The food is distributed two Sundays a month on a first-come,
first-serve basis. These owners were desperate to feed their pets, and
they were willing to queue up in the hot sun (yes, it was sunny in Port-

The Pongo Fund on food distribution day, June 10, 2012. They gave
away 29,000 meals that day.

continued next page
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land that weekend) for hours to do it.

Meeting Larry
Larry greeted me right away and gave me my assignment. Larry is high energy, organized, and very particular.
You can tell that he is the heart and soul of Pongo. He is hands on and in charge. If you were to call Pongo right
now, Larry might even answer the phone. While Larry’s management style might seem rigid at first blush, the
bottom line is that you don’t accomplish what he has by not knowing exactly how you want things done. Without
Larry’s vision and drive, there would be a lot of empty bowls.
When you volunteer at Pongo, you are in a warehouse stacked with pallets of pet food. The many people in line
must be interviewed one by one to verify their need and moved into a waiting room resembling a doctor’s office.
My job was moving individuals from the waiting room to the warehouse, where they accepted their prepared
order of pet food based on the size and number of pets that they had to feed.
I came prepared to work. I wasn’t prepared for what an emotional experience volunteering at Pongo would be.
After all, working in the voluntary health sector of the nonprofit world, I am around frank talk about disease and
dying every day. The raw emotion that Pongo stirred up was hard for me to handle. Even though finances haven’t always been a bed of roses for my husband and me, we have never been at point where we had to consider
pulling up to an animal shelter and surrendering our pets, including one that we have had for 11 years. I imagined how hard it would be to pull out of the shelter parking lot and point the car towards the house that wasn’t
a home without them. I imagined what it would be like to leave your best friend, maybe old and arthritic, at the
shelter knowing that they would wonder what they had done wrong and likely be euthanized, dying alone and
before their time.

Holly’s Story
The economy has given most of us a good thrashing the past few years. Many of the families that are utilizing
Pongo or the handful of other pet food banks across the country that have sprung up its likeness never dreamed
they would be standing in line for help. They often pictured themselves on the other side, donating to charity.
Holly Varner of Michigan had worked for a decade and a half for the same local company. She described what
happened next: “They just shut the doors one day and it was all over. That was it.” Unemployment helped her
and her small family (daughter Ada, age 7, and her three dogs, Lucy, Lila, and Sammy) get by for a little while, but
before long that ran out. “I remember sitting there thinking that I couldn’t afford to feed my dogs,” Varner explained. “It was so hard. They’re my family too. We’ve had than for longer than my daughter had been alive. I just
couldn’t bear the thought of having to give them up to the shelter. It was as low as I can remember being.”
Gabe’s Gang, a pet food bank in Southeast Michigan, was there to help her pick up the pieces until she could
find a new job and feed her family on her own. And there are stories just like Holly’s from 22,000 other families
Pongo has served. I saw it on the faces of the people that had come for help that Sunday, and it touched me.
One woman wheeled an elderly dog around in a baby stroller. I would imagine that some individuals that were
there that day no longer had any human family left. The pets they were desperate to feed were truly their best
(and maybe only) friends. At the front of the line that day was a woman who had just been released from the
hospital after emergency surgery; she was there to ensure her pet could eat that day despite her doctor’s orders
to stay in bed. Out of work and now with medical bills, this was her only option. She looked like she could have
been me or any one of my friends.
I left Pongo and I cried. I cried for the rest of the afternoon. I cried through lunch with a friend in town from
Anchorage, I cried while I was driving, I cried while washing my muddy laundry from the day before. I’ve been
in either the public service or nonprofit industry my entire adult life and Larry, his operation, and the people that
need him impacted me to my core.

continued next page
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On With My Journey
Part of the purpose of 35
Projects is to not only encourage destination volunteering,
A bacon maple
but to highlight ways that you
creation
can fit volunteering into your
from VooDoo
normal work or leisure travel.
Doughnut
I planned this trip to volunteer
and see some friends. While
in Portland on Pacific Standard
Time, I took advantage of the
time difference: I was up and
functioning at 4 a.m. and enjoyed a sunrise treat from the legendary 24-hour Voodoo Doughnut in Portland. Voodoo is an international tourist attraction and serves 90 different flavors of doughnuts, including the bacon maple.
You can even get married at Voodoo under a velvet Elvis picture. I didn’t get married that morning or have a
doughnut with bacon, but I did get to take a few photographs of the Skidmore fountain without anyone around.

The Pongo Fund is Oregon’s pet food bank. Their mission is to save dogs and cats from
being surrendered to overcrowded shelters when their families cannot afford to feed them.
And they do a damn good job of it.
For more information on The Pongo Fund visit www.thepongofund.org
A special thank you goes out to a dear friend, Amy M., for providing the housing that made
this trip a possibility.
And a huge thank you to Larry Chusid, founder of The Pongo Fund. He indeed has what
his volunteers describe as a heart of gold. For me, being able to witness the thriving nonprofit that he built himself was amazing.
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EARTHWORKS
Community Urban Garden
Detroit, Michigan
May 2012

How deep can some lettuce get growing in a vacant field in the middle of Detroit? Literally, lettuce roots are about 6 inches deep, according to several online gardening forums. Figuratively, those roots run
much deeper.
Earthworks is part of the
Capuchin Soup Kitchen and
was the scene of the crime
for project number 4 of my 35 Projects. The urban farm aims to not
only feed those without food that use the soup kitchen, but to reconnect individuals to the earth that nourishes them by showing them how
to live in harmony with the earth and respect the nutritional value of the
food the earth gives us. So, they want to reconnect us with a broken
earth, attack poverty, combat an obesity epidemic and feed the hungry? Gosh, I love an organization with ambitious goals.
Aside from my recent
and mildly successful forays with the Topsy Turvey, I haven’t participated in any
gardening activities in about 15 years, but I enjoyed gardening
throughout my childhood. My babysitter, Kay, would let me assist
her in a garden where she grew cucumbers and snap peas. My
family also did some recreational vegetable gardening, growing
pumpkins, peppers, corn, and sunflowers. All of this took place
during my childhood in rural Michigan, making it somewhat comical that my plunge back into gardening happened on the East
Side of Detroit.
Carrie in 1982

A Community in Need

In the Michigan nonprofit community, Capuchin Soup Kitchen
stands out as a highly respected organization. They’ve earned their reputation by filling a real local need and
doing an amazing job at it. Hunger and the lack of means to provide meals with nutritional value is a real issue
in many cities across America, and Detroit is certainly no exception. The absence of both grocery stores that sell
fresh produce in the city and public transportation to get to the few that do only serve to compound the city’s
nutritional issues.
Detroit does have an abundance of one thing: vacant land. This has led to an urban farming movement that has
had mixed results. One of the most successful members of the movement, Earthworks Urban Farm was started
by Brother Rick Samyn in 1997. It now not only grows produce for the soup kitchen, but provides a teen vegetable stand, jam making in the fall, and bee keeping.

continued next page
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Getting Started
The project I assisted on was weeding a vacant
tract of land named Donna’s Plot. When I arrived, it was an overgrown mess of weeds with
city trash mixed in – broken glass, an errant hair
extension that had been discarded during what
I hoped wasn’t the commission of a crime. As a
testament to the battle scars of a large urban city,
two vacant houses framed one corner of the plot.
The enthusiastic team leader from Earthworks, Roxy, was on site working with us. I am sure she quickly realized
that she had won some sort of nonprofit lottery having me on board. I have not kept up on my gardening tools. A
student handed me what I assumed was a gardening hook. It didn’t have a sharp end and I ended up exchanging it for a saddle hoe that I barely knew how to use properly. It turned out to be broken (or I broke it, I’m not
sure which). At any rate, I picked up a metal rake and settled in for some hard work in the hot sun. In addition to
paid workers, volunteers ranged from people interested in sustainable growing practices and university students
from nearby Wayne State University to students from the University of Massachusetts AmeriCorps program in
Detroit on an alternative spring break program.
Weeding and planting will come later. Since I am not too far from
Earthworks, I plan to volunteer there a few times this year, watching
the plot of land produce the herbs and participating in transplanting,
watering, and harvesting the food that I helped to grow and serving
it in the soup kitchen. I would also like to donate some gardening
tools to use on the farm.

My Journey

Hey dreamers, can you see a thriving herb
garden here?

When I started this adventure, I wanted to learn more about the
nonprofits that are truly keeping this country together. I have come
to find out (as I type this with blistered hands) that while I am doing
that, I am learning a few things about myself as well. For example,
I am enjoying learning about compost, and I am enjoying weeding
and planting on Detroit’s east side. Who knew? I do know that I am
excited for the 31 other projects still to come over the next eight
months.

For more information on Earthworks: http://www.cskdetroit.org/EWG/
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Flags fly in Covington thanks to
Larry photo: Lean Keele

Larry “The Flag Man”
Eckhardt
Brazil, Indiana
June 2012

For my fifth project I volunteered with Larry “The Flag Man” Eckhardt.
While the purpose of 35 projects is to volunteer with nonprofits, I
couldn’t pass up the opportunity to work with someone that is making the world a little bit brighter for families in the Midwest that are
left behind when a soldier dies. I feel that what I was involved in on
a sunny day in Brazil, IN, was one of the most important things I have
ever done in my life.

When a soldier dies oversees while fighting in Afghanistan, the body
is returned home to the family for burial. While we all would like to
see every returning soldier receive a hero’s welcome, very few of us
know exactly what to do or how to react quickly in the haze of grief and sorrow to ensure that happens. This is
where Larry Eckhardt comes in. Based in Little York, IL, Larry is your average citizen, a father, a grandfather, and
a neighbor who works as a property manager. However, he harbors a not-so-secret double life as a modern day
superhero. Since 2009 Larry has been traveling to the funerals of soldiers who have been killed in Afghanistan
and Iraq. He arrives the day before the funeral with a trailer in tow that contains over 2,000 6 foot flags. With
the help of local volunteers, he lines the roadside of the impacted community with flags and sets the stage for a
true hero’s welcome. After all, when someone has given everything for your defense, the least you can do is say
a proper thank you.

The Evening News Becomes Real
I heard about Larry when he was profiled on the CBS Evening news in May of 2012. He had driven all night, 602
miles and 11 hours, to Sterling, KY. He was there to erect flags for a tribute to PFC Dustin Gross, whom he had
never met. Upon seeing 2,200 flags lining an 8 mile processional route, Pfc. Gross’ mom, Angie Brown, choked
back tears and exclaimed about Eckhardt, “That’s somebody who’s got a heart right there. I don’t think we could
thank him enough. I really don’t.”

Spc. Arronn D. Fields

Through the wonders of Facebook, I was able to easily connect
with Larry to assist him as he set up for his 88th military funeral.
Word spread that the flags would be put up in Brazil, Indiana for
National Guardsman, Spc Arronn D. Fields. The round-trip for me
would be 882 miles. While I didn’t cherish the thought of a 13 hour
round-trip by myself in one day with hours physical work wedged in
the middle, I thought of Spc. Fields family and my sacrifice suddenly seemed very small. Spc. Fields died from injuries sustained
during a rocket-propelled grenade attack on May 21 in Qal-ah-ye
Mirza Jal, Afghanistan. As reported by the local media, Spc. Fields
had deployed in January with the 381st Military Police Company
called Task Force Guardian. He had already served a tour in Iraq
years earlier.
continued next page
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Brazil Bound
I had no idea what the volunteer turnout would be in Brazil. When I
rounded the corner on Route 340 and approached the meeting site,
I only saw 3 vehicles. I was a little worried. With only a few pairs of
hands to help, the flags were going to take hours to put up. My budget
for this trip was dedicated to gas and I had no money for a hotel room
if the project ran late. I drove a few more yards and realized that I was
only seeing the far corner of the school lot. Larry’s flag trailer sat in the
parking lot surrounded by dozens of vehicles. In all, over 200 volunteers turned out with trucks, sledgehammers, work gloves and water
bottles. It was an amazing site to behold. And to think that one man,
coordinating with local VFW’s and fire halls to spread the word to possible volunteers, had made this happen. Larry’s one-man obsession to
honor the fallen was being embraced by a grateful community. I found
this interesting because all causes start out as one person’s cause.
But when you communicate your vision to others in a way that people
understand and respond to, you can create something that will carry on
long after you are gone.
Flags going up in Brazil, IN near
Larry made the Northview High School in Brazil his home base and the
the cemetery
community pitched in to load the (surprisingly heavy) flags into the back
of several pickup trucks. From there, a team of volunteers followed
each truck. The flags had to be taken out of the back of the trucks, unfurled, and placed into the ground after
a manual post-setter and sledgehammer team prepared a hole. I was amazed at the trust that was involved in
being a part of that two-man team. A slip of the wrist and a sledgehammer could smash your hand.

Hard Work in the Hot Sun
I worked with volunteers from the area to put up some of the 2,200
flags. As with the Fences for Fido build, this was plain hard work. I told
Larry my surprise at that fact and he laughed. It wasn’t the first time
he had heard that. He warns people that this is tough work. If you ever
have the pleasure of meeting Larry, he’ll likely strike you as a kind-hearted, laid-back Midwesterner. He’s gone into personal debt to finance his
elaborate displays and travels to attend funerals. He simply says someone needs to do it, so why not him?

A team of volunteers prepares the
ground for a flag pole in Brazil, IN

Volunteering that day was an amazing experience. I had expected it to
be one of the saddest and emotional days of my life. I was going to be
in the middle of what had been my biggest fear throughout my brother’s
two deployments in Iraq. However, the flag project gave everyone in
Brazil something to rally around. It’s not too often that tragedy strikes
close to home and there is something that you can immediately get up
and do to assist. Larry offers that opportunity to communities in mourning. While a hero’s welcome home put on by hundreds of residents
can’t bring a loved one back, it is meaningful gesture and a wonderful
way for the families to have their grief momentarily shouldered by the
community.

continued next page
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Marching On

Taking down the flags in Covington,
IN photo credit: Kathy Hegg Waclaw

Sadly, Brazil, Indiana wouldn’t be Larry’s only military funeral
that week. While I headed north towards Michigan, Larry’s
journey would continue all week. When the flags were taken
down on Wednesday, they traveled with Larry north to Covington. Resident Lance Cpl. Joshua E. Witsman, 23, was serving
in Helmand Province, Afghanistan in support of combat operations with 2nd Battalion, 5th Marine Regiment. His decorations
included the Combat Action Ribbon, National Defense Service
Medal, Afghanistan Campaign Medal with two bronze star
devices, Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, Sea Service
Deployment Ribbon with bronze star device, and the NATO
Medal-ISAF Afghanistan. He was another American hero honored by Larry “The Flag Man” Eckhardt that week.
Learn more about Larry at facebook.com/larry.t.eckhardt

Flags line the funeral procession route
for a soldier in Covington, IN

If you’d like to donate to Eckhardt’s efforts, please mail him:
323 South Broadway Street, Apt. 1S, Little York, IL 61453
Memorial contributions in honor of Spc. Fields may be made to the Arronn Fields Scholarship
Fund, in care of Riddell National Bank, 1 E. National Ave. Brazil, Ind., 47834.
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Team Spiridon & Austin
Pets Alive’s Jog-A-Dog
Austin, Texas
July 2012

Okay, I’ll admit it… I am a cat person. During a recent trip to Austin in
July, I knew that I wanted to volunteer with the fabulous no-kill shelter,
Austin Pets Alive. I investigated several of their volunteer programs
and trainings, including their pool of volunteers that bottle-feed small
kittens. The shelter took in over 1,500 cats this summer and some were
kittens that were not ready to be weaned. What really caught my eye,
though, since I am trying to be more active, is the Jog-a-Dog program
that APA participates in. Volunteers check out a shelter dog waiting
for adoption and go for a jog around Austin’s Lady Bird Johnson Lake.
Both the human and the canine reap the benefits. The dogs get exercise and fresh air, reinforce their leash manners, and are exposed
to potential adopters. Do I jog? Nope. Did that fact deter me? Nope.
You could say that I was looking to bring the W A L K to the Jog-a-Dog
program.
The training for the Jog-a-Dog volunteer program are managed
through MeetUp.com. In fact, before I arrived in Austin, I noticed there was a good deal of information on the
web and social media sites about the Jog-a-Dog program managed by a local running club, Team Spiridon. As
the Executive Director Rob Hill explained it to me, Team Spiridon is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit that provides low-cost
but high-quality training for runners at all experience levels. From individuals that are trying to pry themselves off
of the couch (like myself) to those with multiple marathons under their belt, team members pledge to connect
their athletic efforts to raising funds, 100% of which are split between local animal welfare organizations.
In the city of Austin, the Jog-a-Dog program was born when one of the trainers at APA asked some of the Team
Spiridon runners to take some of the higher-energy dogs out for runs. APA does so much to get the dogs out
and about and involved in playgroups with other dogs, leading to happier, healthier dogs and lower aggression.
Running with a dog gives the dog more exercise, which helps burn off a lot of that excess energy and stress.
Running several miles with a person also gives the dogs someone to bond with, and all that put together makes
the dogs better behaved, easier to train, and ultimately more adoptable. Team Spiridon’s Rob Hill noted, “the
program was a success on that small scale, and one or two of our runners even ended up fostering or adopting
dogs they had run with during the program. In July of 2011, we began marketing the program to Austin’s broader,
very active running community.”

Bacon Bits!
I arrived early in the morning at the APA shelter to participate in the program. When
I checked in, the staff suggested that I take a calm dog named Sandy for a walk,
although I was free to choose any dog to exercise. On the way to find Sandy, a rascal
named Bacon Bits was giving me the eye. I could tell that Bacon Bits was anxious
for a little fresh air and he seemed to be telling me that everything would be cool,
he would behave. I opened his kennel and leashed him up, and we were off on our
The one and only Bacon Bits

continued next page
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adventure. The trails around the lake are gorgeous and they were populated with people running and walking, making it easy to feel safe, even
though Bacon Bits and I were on our own. The first thing that Bacon Bits did
when we hit the trail was take a giant poop in the middle of the paved trail. I
then realized that being a crazy cat lady and not a dog person was working
against me. I had walked right by the giant stand of doggie poop bags that
APA provides without taking one. I had been responsible for a dog for less
than five minutes and already I was “that person.” Yep, it was happening.

Bacon Bits stopping for
a drink of water

On the trail, I quickly learned that Bacon Bits disagreed with my plan to
have a leisurely Sunday morning walk. He wanted to run and stay true to
the word “jog” in the program’s title. Since he was the one that was going
to be cooped up all day, I obliged the best I could. Bacon Bits convinced me
that I can actually run for a good 90 minutes when pulled. I had a great time
and it was the best exercise that I have had in a while. I joked with the staff
that they should partner with a local diet center. Having a canine work out
partner was amazing … oh no, this crazy cat lady is going to the dark side!
If you listen to the volunteers at the center (which I didn’t), they can partner
you up with a dog that is a great fit for your fitness and desired activity level that day. You can also ask them
what dogs need to go out for a run.

So Many Great Stories
I will definitely go back and participate in the Jog-a-Dog program again. It was hard to put Bacon Bits back in his
kennel and leave him. If I lived in a house where a dog was allowed, Bacon Bits would have come home with me
that day or soon after. My husband also gets a vote in addition to APA’s adoption process, but surely Bacon Bits
would have won him over.
Jog-a-Dog was a fabulous experience and I am so thankful that these two great nonprofits collaborate to provide it. My story is just one of hundreds that people who have participated in the program have to share. When I
asked the organizations for one of their favorite stories from this whole adventure in nonprofit collaboration, Rob
shared that one of Team Spiridon’s runners bonded with a dog named Crosby in the early days of the program
and fostered him. He’d bring Crosby out to the group runs. Another runner ended up fostering Crosby and eventually adopted him, enabling the first runner to foster another dog. Crosby’s owner ran her first marathon this
year, and had a really tough, very long day. She came in near the end of the pack. There at the finish line was
her family with Crosby. It was a heck of a moment to see them so happy to see each other.
Lady Bird Johnson Lake

Lady Bird Johnson Lake

Rob closed by saying that you don’t have to wait for one of those
stories to be struck by what Jog-a-Dog can do. He said that for him, it
was fascinating to see dogs come back from runs sticking by someone they’ve just met, looking up at them with a very visible appreciation and closeness. I couldn’t agree more and I would say that in many
cases, that feeling of closeness goes both ways. Many of the volunteers I ran into on the loop around the lake were working very hard
to promote their running companions that were up for adoption and
telling people about the Jog-a-Dog program. When I returned from
Austin, I went to sponsor Bacon Bits’ care at APA and he had already been adopted. That is a testament to the
wonderful work that APA does.

continued next page
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Both nonprofits have received numerous inquiries from New Mexico to Ontario, Canada, on how to run a successful community program like Jog-a-Dog. One of my interests in volunteering at 35 different nonprofits over
the course of a year was to find innovative programs that should be replicated in communities across the country. Austin’s Jog-a-Dog certainly is one of those programs. It combines nonprofits from two different areas: runners and an animal rescue organization. Team Spiridon credits the APA shelter’s great location, right near Lady
Bird Johnson Lake and trails that are the hub of the local running community, in part for the program’s success. It
also benefited the participating shelters to tap into another group, the runners, for support. Even with this success, Team Spiridon would like to see the program grow.

Big Plans

A totally unflattering photo
of me, but Bacon Bits is
adorable

On the weekend that I was there, 40 dogs were out running by 10
a.m. That is a great accomplishment. Although the heat in the summer in Texas also limits the hours that it is safe for running, Jog-aDog would like to increase the number of dogs out to 60 a day when
the temperature drops this fall and runners can take advantage of
more daytime hours. The group is also creating a site that lists all the
dogs in the program, with pictures and descriptions from people who
have run with them, so that runners can find that running partner
they want. It seems to be all in a days work for these two fabulous
nonprofits that have collaborated for one great program.

Team Spiridon is celebrating its fifth year as a group, and third as a nonprofit. They have
become one of the official charities of the Livestrong Austin Marathon and Half Marathon.
www.teamspiridon.org
Austin Pets Alive! Is a nonprofit dedicated to making Austin, TX a no-kill city. More than 17,000
animals have been saved from euthanasia since 2008. www.austinpetsalive.com
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Child Drowning
Prevention
July 2012

Traveling this summer, I was introduced to some startling statistics
about drowning. It is the number one cause of accidental death in
children under the age of 4. A swimming pool is 14 times more likely
than a motor vehicle to be involved in the death of a child age 5 and under and an average of 10 people die
per day due to drowning. There are several great nonprofits throughout the country that are dedicated raising
awareness about this issue and educating the public.
The Conor Cares Foundation in Maryland advocates for defibrillator placement and training at public pools. The Foundation is names
in memory of Conor Freed, a 5-year-old boy who drowned in a country
club swimming pool. Founded in 2006, their long-term goal is to have a
defibrillator at every public and private pool nationwide. The Connor John-James Freed Scholarship Fund has
sponsored over 400 children in Arlington Echo’s Drownproofing Program in Anne Arundel County. The fund
provides an assortment of necessities for under privileged children that otherwise could not afford the drownproofing program and associated cost. They have a second scholarship fund, “Not One More Child Drowns”
that supports the Infant Swimming Resource (ISR) program.
Colin Holst would have been 9 years old this fall [2012]. He would have
had a birthday party with friends and family. He likely would have told his
parents what he told them every night as they tucked him into bed, that
it was the best day ever. Sadly, none of that will happen. Colin drown on
a sunny day at a waterpark surrounded by family and friends. His death
highlights some of the little-known statistics about fatal drownings, namely
that there are often adults and caregivers right there. To combat this the organization that those who loved Colin formed, Colin’s Hope advocates the use of a Water Guardian Badge. The
Water Guardian takes a pledge and carries a physical badge with him/her when responsible for children.
Colin’s Hope has one full-time employee and relies on thousands of volunteers to package and distribute water
safety packets throughout central Texas in English and Spanish. Using statistics on drownings and near-drownings they can target their campaign to needed areas. They also work within the water park and recreation
industry to increase awareness.
I will be spending time this fall promoting the use of their Water Guardian Badge with the Michigan Lodging and
Tourism Association.
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The Spaces Between
Your Fingers Workshop
Allen Park, Michigan
August 2012

On A Mission to Honor a Loved One
On July 30, 2012, Matthew Ross Smith set out from Philadelphia,
PA, with a goal in mind. He wanted to preserve one million American memories for future generations. To accomplish this, Matthew formed an intergenerational community art project known
as The Spaces Between Your Fingers Project and traveled the
country to promote it. Individuals are encouraged to write a “story you don’t want to be forgotten” on 8×4” postcard, and affix a
photo on the other side. Instead of signing your name, you trace
your unique handprint onto the postcard and mail it. All of the
postcards are individually catalogued and archived in The William
B. McNamee Wisdom Library in Philadelphia, PA, using the same
rigorous archival standards that the Library of Congress uses in preserving a piece of history.
What has motivated Matthew, an educator and musician, to take to the road meet people and preserve the
memories of total strangers? The memory of his time with someone special is behind all of this. Matthew lost
his grandfather, William McNamee, to Alzheimer’s disease. As the disease progressed and robbed him of the
world he knew, the accomplished orthopedic surgeon told his grandson Matthew that it would make them
strangers one day. Matthew’s project serves as a platform to raise awareness about this devastating disease and
foster conversations between generations while preserving memories that shouldn’t be forgotten.

Meet Matthew
I met Matthew in Allen Park in August after his workshop stops in
Buffalo and Toledo. I watched him run a workshop in the Maple
Heights retirement community. Even the Staffers that interact with
residents every day were amazed at the memories the residents had
to share. The residents came alive talking about war, lost loves, husbands, Halloween with their children. On so many levels, I have to
say that this project is amazing. My grandfather passed suddenly five
decades ago. He took with him his knowledge of the family history,
and also his personal memories; fleeing Germany, making his way in
America as a young immigrant during the depression, raising a family
of ten children.

continued next page
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A Mailbox Full of Memories
I supported the project with a donation and by distributing 35of the 8”x4” postcards for others to share a memory with Matthew. I sent a memory postcard to Philadelphia to be archived. The memory that I shared was about
the winter my dad used the tractor from my grandfather’s elevator and made me a sledding hill that was taller
than our house. Following his Michigan stops, I asked Matt what he thought about his time in the mitten. “Michigan was one of our favorite stops,” Matt said. “The people were incredibly welcoming and proud to show us
around. There was real depth to the stories because people had roots in the area that went back for generations. We can’t wait to see the stories that come through the mail with a Michigan postmark.”

My postcard – ready
to send off

To share a memory of your own and help Matthew reach his goal of one million memories preserved, visit:
http://www.sbyfproject.com/submit-a-postcard
The Spaces Between Your Fingers Project is an intergenerational art project designed to fight back against
the memory loss caused by dementia. The project seeks to build a revolutionary archive of American history
that preserves photographs and hand-written memories on postcards.
http://spacesbetweenyourfingers.blogspot.com
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Library of Congress
Veterans History Project
Washington, D.C.
August 2012

In April of 2012, I visited the Library of Congress (LOC), located across
from the Capitol Building in Washington, DC. It was National Volunteers week and there were several signs up in the building celebrating
the volunteers. While many of us have heard of the Library of Congress before, I had no idea of the depth and breadth of research and
preservation that the LOC undertakes.
James H. Billington, the Librarian of Congress, describes the Library of
Congress as the Nation’s oldest federal cultural institution. It serves
as the research arm of Congress. It is also the largest library in the
world, with millions of books, recordings, photographs and manuscripts in its collections. The Library’s mission is to support Congress
in fulfilling its constitutional duties and to further the progress of
knowledge and creativity for the benefit of the American people.

Walking in D.C.
Those that wish to support this mission can donate both
time and money. If you tour the LOC, you too can observe
from the balcony and see citizens utilizing the vast collections. The LOC also supports a project to preserve the
history of veterans. This involves the gathering, processing, preservation and access to oral histories and personal
documents collected from veterans from all wars. In January of 2012 The Library of Congress Veterans History Project (VHP) launched a multi-year campaign to preserve the
stories of the nation’s Vietnam War veterans. Volunteers
and veterans are needed to record these important stories for the Veterans History Project collection, accessible
at www.loc.gov/vets/. Preserving and accessing the individual stories is of extreme importance. The LOC was
established by an act of Congress in 1800 when President John Adams signed a bill providing for the transfer
of the seat of government from Philadelphia to the new capital city of Washington. The legislation described a
reference library for Congress only, containing “such books as may be necessary for the use of Congress – and
for putting up a suitable apartment for containing them therein.” In August of 1814, when invading British troops
set fire to the Capitol Building, burning and pillaging the contents of the small library, retired President Thomas
Jefferson offered his personal library as a replacement. Jefferson had spent 50 years accumulating books and
his library was considered to be one of the finest in the United States. The Library of Congress is a great treasure, indeed.

continued next page
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An Important Project
The stories of former Sen. Chuck Hagel and his brother Tom Hagel, who
fought side by side in the 9th Infantry Division in the Mekong River Delta,
are among the more than 13,000 Vietnam veteran collections already held
by VHP. “When we think of war – whether it’s Vietnam or any other war
– we think of it as a unitary subject, the Vietnam War,” Tom Hagel shared
at a recent event. “But there are millions of Vietnam Wars. If you were a
clerk-typist stationed in Saigon or up on the demilitarized zone, or some
other unit with some other type of job, your Vietnam War would be totally different from ours. And that’s important to tell. It gives a more complete, realistic picture of that experience. That’s the value of this project.”

Nelson’s Story
For 35Projects I videotaped and submitted to the library of congress the stories of
a young man from Michigan who flew over 30 missions during World War II. He
talks about what it was like to live in the stress of battle and about his wonderful life after the war. It was touching to be a part of that, and his story needs
to be preserved for future generations. One of his interviews can be found
here http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OAO0g0owXfc

Both the library and the Veterans History Project are deserving of our attention and support. I
was privileged to have Nelson share his story with me.
https://www.loc.gov
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Dog Aide 2012
Detroit, Michigan
August 2012

On the streets of Detroit and in the surrounding area, a group of volunteers called Dog Aide have started a network to rescue the area’s
unsafe and abandoned dogs. These individuals work with various local rescues to achieve the mission of to educate dog owners, identify
needs of communities, supply owners with food and daily care items,
provide access and financial help for routine veterinary care, and network with rescues and community organizations to help people get the food and financial assistance they need.
They often end up taking in some of the worst cases of neglect, abuse, and injury, seeking to make these hard
luck dogs healthy enough for a foster and then a forever home.
For this project I supported Dog Aide by participating in a chip-in donation for a lovable
pup named Rocky who found himself with
a broken pelvis. I also purchased a Dog
Aide t-shirt to spread the groups message
wherever I go. Unable to get the great work
that Dog Aide does out of my mind I also
brown bagged my lunch for a week to raise
some money for them. I even dusted off my
sewing machine and made three blankets
for them to auction.
Dog Aide 2012 Education Core Principles:
ƕƕ
ƕƕ
ƕƕ
ƕƕ
ƕƕ

Physical and Behavioral Health
Proper Containment
Permanent Identification
K-12 Education Seminars
Networking Saves Lives

Dog Aide 2012 can be contacted at:
email: dogaide@dogaide.com
hotline: 313-744-6DOG
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Frank Bragg Dining Hall
Soup Kitchen
Virginia Beach, Virginia
September 2012

An easy smile and enthusiastic hello greeted me when I walked up the driveway of the Judeo-Christian Outreach Center in Virginia Beach, VA on a sunny coastal day. It was Katie Livingston that was cheerfully welcoming me like an old friend. Livingston was there to volunteer too on that day. She uses her talent as a hairdresser
to help residents of living in the community and those relying on the soup kitchen maintain that freshly groomed
look one needs in order to gain or maintain employment.
Katie had a hard luck story of her own. She is currently seeking employment. With an enthusiastic outlook that
is contagious she doesn’t let it get her down. Instead, she focuses on how excited she is to help people. I
watched her give a haircut to Roberto. He is also a volunteer, handling PR for the local chapter of the Kidney
Foundation. Roberto said that he feels a sense of duty to do something productive instead of just sitting around.
For this project I am excited to support Katie’s mission to provide her hygiene packs to residents of the shelter
and those using the soup kitchen for a hot meal. These backs of toiletries help Virginia Beach residents in a
time of housing crisis maintain their outward appearance. Obviously, that is demanded in the workplace and
also has a big impact on one’s mental state as well

https://jcoc.org
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March of Dimes
September 2012

In September I attended a fundraiser for the March of Dimes, their
2012 Signature Chefs Auction Sparkle and Spice. $35,000 was raised
at this event that will go towards the March of Dimes mission of preventing premature births and helping the 543,000 babies that are
born too soon each year. My friend Tara’s first child was one of the 307
babies that were born in my home state each week. I have personally
witnessed all of the wonderful things March of Dimes did to help her family
and I was proud to help her give back.
The March of Dimes arose due to a public need. President Franklin Roosevelt’s personal struggle with polio led him to create the National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis at a time when polio was on the rise. Known as the March of Dimes, the foundation
established a polio patient aid program and funded research for vaccines developed by Jonas Salk, MD and
Albert Sabin, MD. These vaccines effectively ended epidemic polio in the United States.
Like most of the nonprofits that I have encountered, their growth is due in part to the people that the organization connects with along the way. For March of Dimes, Virginia Apgar, MD is credited with pivoting the organization to focus on premature birth as a major health concern in the 1960’s. Its original mission accomplished, with
her dynamic personality and public health focus, the foundation turned its focus to preventing birth defects and
infant mortality. The March of Dimes has led the way to discover the genetic causes of birth defects, to promote
newborn screening, and to educate medical professionals and the public about best practices for healthy pregnancy. We have supported research for surfactant therapy to treat respiratory distress and helped initiate the
system of regional neonatal intensive care for premature and sick babies. Maybe you have heard about their
recent Folic Acid Campaign achieved a dramatic reduction in the incidence of neural tube defects, birth defects
of the brain and spine.

To see a report card and find out where your state rates on premature birth rates, visit
http://www.marchofdimes.com/mission/prematurity_reportcard.html
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Carol’s Ferals
Grand Rapids, Michigan
September 2012

Throughout my 35Projects venture, I met with several founders and
CEO’s of nonprofits that ranged in size and budget. None of them
were ever like West Michigan’s Carol Manos. Carol founded the nonprofit Carol’s Ferals somewhat by accident, although if you met her
you would argue that she was always destined to make an impact in a
big way. She just has the personality and heart of a leader that people love. To be fair, in 2006, you might have
thought she was a crazy cat lady. She was trapping stray cats from the back of her van in a fast food parking
lot. Since then, her nonprofit has gone on to provide spay or neuter services to over 6,300 stray or feral cats. An
unaltered pair of cats and their offspring left to breed can produce 677 cats in just 24 months. With thousands of
unwanted pets being put to sleep across the country each week, Carol’s impact in reducing the misery caused
by pet overpopulation has been significant. In addition, she has provided adoption services that have placed
550 more homeless cats with loving families.
For this project I am working through a series of opinion editorials to spread the word about low cost spay and
neuter services available.

http://www.carolsferals.org
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Wounded Warrior Project
October 2012

When Port Huron Northern Varsity football players took the field on
October 12th at Memorial Stadium, the crowd didn’t see their blue and
gold uniforms. Instead the players sported specially designed jerseys
honoring or in memory of local veterans and supporting the national
nonprofit, The Wounded Warrior Project. This was the second year in
a row that the Husky players have taken the field to honor veterans and raise funds. The team aimed to raise
$3,000. “Our players feel honored and privileged to be able to recognize and support our nation’s military
heroes while playing at our home field, which was built in honor these same heroes,” said PHN Varsity Football
Coach Patrick Connell.
Being a cause embraced by the community is familiar territory for the Wounded Warrior Project. This nonprofit
began when several veterans and friends, moved by stories of the first wounded service members returning
home from Afghanistan, took action to help others in need. One of the founders, John Melia, had been severely
wounded in a helicopter crash while serving in Somalia in 1992. What started as a program in 2002 to provide
comfort items to wounded service members, has now grown into a complete rehabilitative effort to assist warriors as they transition back to civilian life. In a truly innovative move, the organization includes support services
and classes for the wounded veteran’s care partners, knowing that injuries are life-changing and impact not only
the veteran, but the entire family.
The Wounded Warriors Project also advocates for legislation that will assist our injured heroes and their families.
They celebrated a victory recently after legislation to improve long-term care for warriors with traumatic brain
injuries, a serious side-effect of the tools of modern warfare, was signed into law by President Obama in August.
In a move to evolve treatment options, Wounded Warriors Project utilizes the web to deliver information and
services. They offer free, confidential, self-paced Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) resources through their
Restore Warriors program. This online tool offers resources and self-help exercises to assist in building coping
strategies for real-world challenges.
In San Antonio Wounded Warriors recently partnered with the Culinary Institute of America to put on cooking
classes for wounded veterans. Proper nutrition is important for everyone, but even more so for the wounded
who might be unable to exercise. As always with Wounded Warrior activities, camaraderie among the veterans
only served to grow their support system. Anna King told KSAT News, “You don’t feel so odd. You don’t feel …
like nobody understands you. You don’t feel alone anymore. It’s really therapeutic.” King suffered injuries from a
mortar attack while serving as an Army Captain in Iraq.
For 35Projects I was proud to sponsor a jersey in memory of Dewayne T. Williams who was killed in Vietnam on
his 19th birthday.
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No Kid Hungry
October 2012

It is easy to feel both enthusiastic and disheartened by the mission of
the nonprofit, No Kid Hungry. They aim to eliminate child hunger in
the United States, an amazing and worthy goal. The group estimates
that 16 million kids currently struggle to get enough to eat every day.
An admirable cause, but why does hunger exist in a country with so
many resources? No Kid Hungry feels that the epidemic of child hunger is a solvable situation in America
It is also a problem that will repeat itself if we don’t attack it right now.
A child in American that is impacted by hunger right now isn’t going to do as well in school. How can you focus
on math when your stomach aches from hunger? Statistically that child is also likely to get sick more often, less
likely to graduate from high school and go to college. In 20 years, you could be looking at that child as an adult
now not being able to feed their own children enough food. And the cycle will continue unless we work together
to break it.
To break the cycle of hunger and help feed America’s hungry kids I signed up online to be a No Kid Hungry Advocate. I interact regularly with my member of congress when the No Kid Hungry sends me advocacy emails. In
addition to providing community services, nonprofits also need to educate members of congress on issues and
policies and I am happy to help.

https://www.nokidhungry.org
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Sonnenberg Mansion
Canandaigua, New York
October 2012

The story: Perched atop the sun-bathed hill of the estate known as “Sonnenberg” (German for “sunny hill”) is a
40-room Queen Anne-style mansion. New York City bank financier Frederick Ferris Thompson and his wife, Mary
Clark Thompson, the daughter of New York State governor Myron Holley Clark, purchased the property in 1863
when it featured just a brick farmhouse on 14 acres. As business prospered, the couple purchased additional
acreage and replaced the farmhouse with the mansion, which was built between 1885-1887. Today, visitors can
view many of its stately rooms, including the impressive Great Hall, the Billiard and Trophy Rooms, the Library,
Drawing Room, Dining Room, and upstairs, the Master Bedroom and several additional guest rooms.
To visit the mansion is to visit take in an afternoon of beauty. It is truly an American gem. Talking with the volunteers one October afternoon while I strolled with a friend, I learned that the nonprofit employs 3 employees
and everyone else that runs the entire mansion upkeep, events and tours is a volunteer. I decided that for my
project I would assist with the rewarding of volunteers and send volunteer of the month trophies to the organization after my visit.
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Church Health Denter
Memphis, Tennessee
October 2012

On a trip through Memphis I picked up an issue of The Memphis news
at my hotel. Inside the paper was an article by Andy Meeks on The
Church Health Center’s 25thanniversary. I was blown away to learn
that such an organization existed. The Church Health Center was
Dr. Scott Morris. Today the center provides medical care for 55,000
people in Memphis every year. They take care of those that could fall
through the cracks or can’t’ afford to participate in the health care
system as we know it.
The Center has a $14 million-dollar budget and sees 120,000 patients
per year. When they first opened their doors, they saw around 12
visits booked per day. The staff, volunteers, and donors are driven by
the fact that there is such a need for affordable basic medical care. When I visited the facility, they were running
a best practices workshop attended by individuals from all over the country that wanted this valuable service
replicated in their community. For this project I donated towards someone attending the workshop to take the
ideas and best practices back to their community.
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The Children’s Cove
Barnstable, Massachusetts
October 2012

Throughout my journey I have come across several amazing nonprofits that I wish would go out of business. I wish they would cease to exist because the service that they offer would no longer be needed, the
problems of society they address magically solved. Children’s Cove in
Massachusetts is definitely one of those organizations that is amazing,
but I wish in my heart of hearts that we lived in a safe and healthy society where no one needed the services. Until then, Children’s Cove
will be there making sure that victims of child sexual abuse and their
non-offending family members have access to support and services in a safe, respectful, and compassionate
environment. They are committed to reducing the trauma endured by child victims, promoting accountability,
fostering healing, and advocating on behalf of child victims of sexual abuse and physical abuse.
For many recent high-profile cases brought the subject of child sexual abuse into the spotlight and on the front
page of newspapers. Sadly, for many it was already a reality. Every six minutes a child in the United States is
sexually abused. The group does a great job fostering community awareness on statistics about abuse too.
Many people believe that it simply won’t happen in their family or their child would immediately tell them. The
facts are that stranger assaults only account for 10% of sex abuse and nearly 30% of survivors of sex abuse never tell anyone.

I was happy to support
this group by sponsoring a
participant in a wing eating
contest and sending them
blankets that I made for use at
their facility.
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Forgotten Harvest
Oak Park, Michigan
November 2012

Forgotten Harvest is a food rescue organization that was formed in
1990 to fight two problems: hunger and waste. Americans waste 29
million tons of food each year according to a University of Arizona
study by anthropologist Tim Jones. That is enough to fill up the Rose
Bowl every three days. Hunger also impacts one out of five people.
Many of our friends and neighbors are going without food to afford
their rent, medications and utilities.
To combat both of these problems in southeast Michigan, Forgotten Harvest works with a network of organizations to rescue food
that would otherwise go to waste, produce in fields, food from large
catered events, and excess products in stores, and get it to emergency food pantries, soup kitchens, homeless and domestic shelters, children’s homes, senior centers and group
homes. To do this they need a network of volunteers. I signed up online utilizing their very organized volunteer
registration process.
I decided that I would help the group pick squash for the morning from a field. The owner of the field allowed
Forgotten Harvest to take what they wanted. It was a plentiful year and he had grown more than he could sell.
It was a great experience and it was fun to see how organized the group was as I worked picking squash with a
dozen other volunteers. This was food that would be put in the hands of hungry individuals instead of rotting in a
field near a highway. A very worthy cause and a great way to spend my morning.

https://www.forgottenharvest.org
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Central Illinois
Honor Flight
Washington, D.C.
November 2012

I have wanted to volunteer for Honor Flight since I first learned
about the organization. Honor Flight Network is a nonprofit dedicated to honor America’s veterans. The group transports heroes
to Washington DC to see their memorials. Since 900 WWII veterans die each day, top preference is given to them and ill veterans.
The inaugural Honor Flight left from Ohio in 2005 when six small
planes filled with veterans headed to Washington DC. The trip was
the brainchild of Earl Morse. Earl a physician assistant and Retired
Air Force Captain, was hired to work at a clinic where he realized
veterans all over the country were going to die without seeing their
own memorials and decided to do something about it. In 2004, the World War II
Memorial was completed and dedicated in Washington, D.C. It became a topic
of discussion among his World War II veteran patients. Earl quickly learned that
while his patients were enthusiastic about the memorial, many of his patients
simply were not going to be able to get to the memorial on their own. Time was
not on their side. It seemed that a dream would be unfulfilled unless someone,
somehow could do something.
That spark of an idea grew and was nurtured by others that fanned the flame
and simply had to be a part of it. I was a part of all of that hard work on Veterans
Day 2012 in Washington DC. I volunteered with the Central Illinois Honor Flight
of WWII and Korean War veterans on that day. I was able to meet with and personally thank Earl Morse and Ohio Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur who fought for
over 20 years to have the WWII Memorial built.
Seeing an honor flight in action is in
some sense to witness a finely turned tribute to logistics. Everything
that everyone touches the entire 2-3 day trip has to be planned, transported and delivered to the right spot at the right time. Coffee, wheel
chairs, oxygen tanks, lunches, buses, water bottles, umbrellas, blankets
flow in and out of the picture for 169 people. Their movements seamlessly executed by a team of volunteers. Our group also had several
medical professionals, RN’s and PA’s, that had donated their time. This
is just another example how people can always use their talents to partner with nonprofits and help them grow.
Seeing the group of veterans at the memorial, smiling in the sun and
hearing the applause and gratitude from total strangers at the memorial makes you want to get up and do it all
over again tomorrow.
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The Marysville Express
Hurricane Sandy Relief
November 2012

For now Keely Barone is back to being your average 15 year-old high
school student, she looked forward to winter break and texts her
friends after school. However, after super storm Sandy, Keely was
anything but average. She motivated her Michigan community to give
back to those in the storm’s path that lost nearly everything.
Keely and her family watched as the images of the storm’s destruction were revealed. Within hours of the
known devastation Keely knew she had to do something. The Marysville, Michigan resident worked to get a
tractor trailer donated and began accepting donations. Working with a family member on the east coast they
were able to find a church, Zion Lutheran Church on Staten Island that was struggling to support five different
shelters housing those displaced by the storm. “I knew right away when I saw that news that something needed
to be done”, said Keely.
After securing the truck and a place to park it while it was filled up with donations, things fell into place rapidly.
Since she was in school during the day, friends and family helped her out by watching the trailer and accepting
donations. After a story ran in the local paper and a Facebook page was created, the word was out and area
residents eagerly responded. They too had been impacted by the images of devastation left by the storm and
wanted to help out. Keely was giving them a way to send donations of cleaning supplies, food, toiletries and pet
care items right to those impacted. That was a powerful feeling for area residents. “What really surprised me
was when people gave things to the trailer, they would hug me and thank me when they were the one making
the donation,” Keely exclaimed. “Everyone in the community gave so much; we were happy to give them an
outlet to reach out to those in need.”
I met Keely when I dropped off donated items for those affected by the storm. Keely left to take the donated
items to the church shortly after we spoke. Driving 11 hours and 700 miles, she was noticed the storms devastation as she got closer to New York. One hundred miles away from their destination, she saw trees broke in half
ten feet in the air in Pennsylvania. Arriving on Staten Island was a surreal moment. The tiny civilian convoy that
was conjured together by a fifteen-year-old was the first outside help to arrive to the community. “When we were
going over the bridge to head to Staten island the National Guard was headed to Manhattan, we were the only
vehicles going to the island,” Keely mused.
Once at the church they were greeted joyously by those in need. The large semi truck was unloaded in about
90 minutes they had so much help. The contents were placed into a gymnasium briefly and then passed out to
those that were in dire need. I asked Keely during her holiday break from school what she is up to these days.
She quickly responded that she was just focusing on being a high school student. While there are no big charity
projects in her immediate future, this adventure has changed her. She hopes to one day work for a nonprofit
and help people just the way she did with the Marysville Express. I think that she would be a fabulous addition
to any nonprofit team. Before we parted I asked her what advice she would give to others who have an idea like
hers that they think will help others. Keely laughed and said, “If you have an idea and you have that gut feeling
that this could work, just go with it.”
And there are hundreds of recipients of her community work on the east coast that are glad that she did.
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Detroit Dog Rescue
Detroit, Michigan
November 2012

Michigan gets cold in the winter. It can be especially brutal for the
thousands of homeless pets trying to stay alive on the streets of Detroit. Detroit Dog Rescue is a newly formed animal rescue working towards the goal of opening the first no-kill
shelter in Detroit. They describe themselves as a small group of highly committed individuals dedicated to help
make a difference in the city, one dog at a time. Detroit has lots of depressing problems. There is the poverty, crime, the high unemployment rate, and large amounts of vacant land. There is so much vacant land that if
you lumped it all together you could fit the city of Buffalo, NY in it. The poverty mixed with the vacant land has
caused the stray dog population to flourish. Packs of dogs roam the streets taking up residency in abandoned
buildings. New dogs join their ranks each day as residents turn dogs they no longer want to care for loose. It
takes a special kind of enthusiasm and dedication to work hard at turning things around when they seem to be
at their lowest. DDR has it. I ran into them right before Thanksgiving. Critically low on supplies, I made a monetary donation for food. I am excited to support them as they work towards opening a no-kill shelter in Detroit.
For more information visit www.detroitdogrescue.com
Below is a list of supplies that are desperately needed:
ƕƕ Dog food, adult and puppy, any brand
ƕƕ Soft, meaty dog treats
ƕƕ Large dog bowls
ƕƕ Blankets and towels
ƕƕ Dog collars and leashes- large, thick and durable
ƕƕ Dog Houses *HUGE NEED for the cold winter season*
ƕƕ Crates/Kennels – Wire or plastic
ƕƕ Dog toys – heavy duty, durable brands for our
big chewers
ƕƕ Dog beds
ƕƕ Flea & Tick preventatives (spray, topical, shampoos)
ƕƕ Paper towels
ƕƕ Gift Cards to Pet Supplies Plus or PetSmart
ƕƕ Gas cards for the field agent DDR van

https://detroitdogrescue.com
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Boys Town Nevada
Las Vegas, Nevada
December 2012

Ninety years after it was founded in a small Nebraska town, Boys Town is still helping America’s at-risk youth.
Now serving communities coast to coast, the programs are in every state touching lives and helping children in
crisis situations. Hundreds of thousands of children don’t have the opportunity to grow up in a safe, nurturing
home. Boys Town is there to help pick up the pieces and turn today’s youth in crisis into the healthy adults of
tomorrow.
For the holiday season I reached out to the Nevada Boys Town chapter and provided a gift for a child that can
be used for the holiday season. I donated a watch, lip gloss, and some luggage. Children and teens who are
moving into or between foster homes sometimes must use garbage bags to move their belongings according to
an employee of Boys Town. When I heard that my heart panged for those young adults. With Boys Town programs available these youth have the possibility of being on the path to a bright future. I was happy to be able
to provide one of them with a set of luggage to carry their belongings towards it.

https://www.boystown.org/locations/nevada/Pages/default.aspx
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The Grey Muzzle
Raleigh, North Carolina
December 2012

They are some of the saddest stories at shelters across the country, pets
of an advanced age that have found themselves homeless. Some are
now dealing with the noise and commotion of a shelter after living years
in a loving home with the same family. Though different circumstances
they may have arrived there, perhaps surrendered after the death of an
owner, their situation now is the same now. They are running out of time and need help. If they are lucky, this is
where The Grey Muzzle Organization, a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization enters the picture. Grey Muzzle is not a
shelter or rescue group, instead they support a network of shelters around the country with programs that save
senior (age 8+) canines. Through public donations they advocate for senior dog adoption, provide funds for
hospice care, medical screening, and other special programs.
Spend a few minutes looking around their website and you will
be hooked.
This organization is based in Raleigh, North Carolina, but they
utilize volunteers from across the country. If you live in: Colorado Springs, Fort Worth, New York City, Portland, St. Louis, or San
Francisco, you can sign up to be a Grey Muzzle Ambassador. I
don’t, so I signed up to be part of part of their virtual administration and writing volunteer pool. I reviewed grants, wrote donor
thank yous, and produced blog content.

Making grey hip, this dog is 15 years
young and has a lot of love to give.
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The Birthday Party Project
Dallas, Texas
December 2012

Most adults have a memory or two from their childhood about a birthday that was truly special. For me, there was my 8th birthday where I
received a Barbie bike. Another special memory for me was the year my
mom made me a lemon cake shaped like a doll’s head. Many of us feel
that every child should feel important and celebrated on their birthday.
To address this issue, The Birthday Party Project was formed in Northern Texas and has thrown over 800 birthday parties for children living in
homeless shelters. The group invites everyone to be a Birthday Enthusiast by making donations, volunteering, and sponsoring birthday parties. I
heeded the call and signed up to volunteer at a birthday party. I also collected a box of birthday party items to donate to future parties. My goal
is to have a “birthday party in a box” ready to go in case there needs to
be a last minute birthday party for a child.

www.thebirthdaypartyproject.org
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Best Buddies
Phoenix, Arizona
January 2013

While in Arizona I had the chance to talk with Best Buddies Arizona Staffers and learn more about Best Buddies volunteer opportunities. I signed
up as a volunteer for e-Buddies. E-Buddies promotes social inclusion
online for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities. As an
e-Buddies, I will be matched with someone with a developmental disability, such as autism and Down syndrome. We have the chance to come together online to form friendships and
a community that celebrates their diversity of character and abilities. It allows individuals with a developmental
disability to make new friends and practice communication skills. This is an all-around fun program. I am looking
forward to this great opportunity and being more involved with the Best Buddies organization.
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Lost Our Home Pet
Foundation
Scottsdale, Arizona
January 2013

Lost our home pet foundation truly does amazing things. Based in
Phoenix, AZ, Lost Our Home Pet Foundation is a resource for real
estate professionals and other members of the community who discover an abandoned pet, and to provide options for pet owners faced
with difficult economic circumstances while promoting the spaying and
neutering of pets. They re-home pets abandoned by owners and keep
families together (four legged members and all) when the family is
undergoing a housing transition. I volunteered on a bright and sunny
January day when there was a cat being housed and cared for that had been burned in a fire. The obviously
grouchy kitty was able to relax in the Lost Our Home adoption facility while his human focused on finding new
house.
Arizona Realtor Jodi Polanski founded the organization in 2008. Walking into a foreclosed home and seeing a
pet abandoned or expired is, unfortunately, nothing that shocks most veteran realtors. When some people move
out they leave their pets behind to fend for themselves. The lucky ones are happened upon by real estate professionals or reported by neighbor with a keen eye. The not-so-lucky ones die alone in the house that was once
their home when they run out of food and water. Jodi decided that she had seen enough and wanted to be a
part of the solution. Lost Our Home has rescued over 2,0000 dogs and cats in four years. They have also fed
10,000 more helping them stay with families. One client that touched Jodi the most was a professional woman
that lost her job and struggled with homelessness. After finding an apartment that she could afford, Jodi provided her with the basics to give to her dog and a few treats as well. The client was overjoyed at the thought of just
being able to provide a biscuit to her dog after struggling for so long just to provide the basics for herself and
her pet, this was an extra that brought tears to her eyes.
It is those types of extras that are the hallmark of Lost Our Home. The volunteer opportunities are plentiful and
well-advertised. The facility itself is bustling with life. Volunteers, donors, and staff are in and out all day. The
staff gives the volunteers big meaty jobs that volunteers want. I was able to walk dogs, clean cat litter boxes,
mop the floor, and play with puppies. Oh, such hard work!! It was a day well spent and it was fun to hear from
other volunteers that are lucky enough to be able to volunteer all the time just how passionate they are about
the organization. This is truly a nonprofit to watch! They are going places.

https://www.lostourhome.org
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Free Arts for Abused Kids
Phoenix, Arizona
January 2013

Free Arts for Abused Children of Arizona works to bring the healing
powers of the creative arts to abused, neglected and homeless children by partnering with over 100 group homes, treatment centers and
shelters in Maricopa County. To look at the size of their operation, the
number of volunteers with boots on the ground in different areas of the
county, is to be in awe.
They rely on creative volunteers to share their talents in the visual arts,
music, theater, dance, creative writing and other artistic projects,
Free Arts helps children build self-esteem by unlocking their imaginations. The children served have been removed from their families
due to abuse or neglect and have been placed by the state into a
group home. Still other children live with one parent in a domestic
violence shelter or both parents in a homeless shelter. Some children live in residential treatment centers where they work to conquer painful issues of physical and sexual abuse, substance abuse,
and violence. This organization gives children need the chance to
express their hopes, fears, frustrations and emotions.
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Heard Museum
Phoenix, Arizona
January 2013

Project number 29 was my most delicious project, by far. I attended
the world-renowned Heard Museum Haute Chocolate Market & Festival fundraiser. A nonprofit doesn’t keep the doors open without funds
and I was happy to contribute. It was an amazing night at an amazing
venue, the museum itself hosted the event. The mission of the Heard
Museum is to educate people about the arts, heritage, and life ways of
the Indigenous peoples of the Americas, with an emphasis on American Indian tribes of the Southwest. It houses unique collections and
attracts visitors from all over the world.

https://www.heardmuseum.org
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American Heart Association
Go Red for Women
January 2013

What could be more fun than dressing up in red and encouraging your friends to take care of their health?
February 1st reminds us each year that not too much tops the American Heart Association’s Go Red For Women Day! This year I dressed up in red and passed out 10 red dress pins to some of my family and friends. The
Go Red campaign reminds us that heart disease is the number one killer of women, more deadly than all of the
forms of cancer combined. From cutting out sodium to taking the stairs instead of the elevator, there is also
much that we can do to decrease the risk of the number one killer. To find out more about the factors that increase your risk for heart disease, please visit The Go Red For Women website.
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Hearts of Purpose
Journal Project
Pflugerville, Texas
January 2013

Located in Pflugerville, Texas, Hearts of Purpose is a nonprofit that
provides journals to Central TX emergency shelters and hospitals that
serve children who are dealing with illnesses, neglect, or abuse. The
individuals can experience the healing power of the written word.
Some of the best gifts that I have ever been given are journals. My
older cousin and mentor gifted me a gorgeous journal with a wood
cover that he acquired in Russia when I left home for the first time to
strike out on my own. My friend Ellen in Abu Dhabi gave me a gorgeous gold cloth covered journal that I use to keep track of books that
I have read. I was really inspired by this project and mailed a dozen
journals.
If you would like to join me in the project, at this time they are not accepting monetary donations. But they do need journals.
You can mail the journals to:
Hearts of Purpose Journals
P.O. Box 1332
Pflugerville, TX 78691
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Maggie’s Place
Cleveland, Ohio
February 2013

Maggie’s Place is a community that provides houses of hospitality for expectant women who are alone or on
the streets and wish to achieve their goals in a dignified atmosphere. They provide for the immediate physical
and emotional needs of the mothers including shelter, food, clothing, and a supportive community. In addition,
Maggie’s Place connects the mothers to the appropriate agencies and resources including prenatal care, health
insurance, low-cost housing, and education programs. Women can join the Maggie’s Place community at any
point in their pregnancy and stay until the child is at least six months old.
I supported this organization for my 32nd project by volunteering to assist the women in writing resumes. I also
donated work appropriate attire.
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Southwest Center for
HIV/AIDS Prevention
Phoenix, Arizona
February 2013

Formerly known as Body Positive, the Southwest Center for HIV/AIDS
Prevention helps those living with HIV/AIDS to live productive lives, while
also doing education, prevention and research efforts to stop the spread
of this disease. The Center creates and sponsors programs and services
for the local community. I was only too happy to contribute a silent auction item to this organization for the organization’s Illuminating the Path
Night for Life celebration.
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Sanilac County Humane
Society
Caro, Michigan
February 2013

This project was one that came about after being inspired by a volunteer that I met during another project. Isn’t it funny how things build
on each other like that? In January I had the opportunity to interview
Florine Anchordoguy for an article that I was writing on encore volunteers. These are volunteers that retire only to redefine everything
about the word retirement as they take on large paid or volunteer duties that differ from the career that they pursued. Florine volunteered
for Lost Our Home Pet Foundation. She has personally assisted in
hundreds of adoptions by making homeless pets available for viewing
at her local Petsmart.
Inspired by Florine, I volunteered at my local Petsmart and signed up
to help with adoptions through the Sanilac County Humane Society. I
have a weekly cleaning shift that I will fulfill for as long as I live in the
area. I have met some real cute and fuzzy characters there. Spending
2 hours a week with the animals as I help them stay clean and presentable has become one of the favorite parts of my weekly routine. It
has also fueled a future ambition that I have. That is to open a shelter
specifically for black cats. Black cats are the hardest to adopt and
have the highest euthenization rate.
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Hunter Hospitality House
Port Huron, Michigan
April 2013

The mission of Hunter Hospitality House is to provide a welcoming, relaxing home away from home, steps
away from the hospital, for those in need of restoration while a loved one is undergoing a hospital stay. There
isn’t much in life that is more stressful than a loved one experiencing a health crisis. Loved ones often travel
from out of area or out of state to comfort and assist those undergoing hospital treatments. Hunter Hospitality
House really fills in the gaps providing free lodging, meals, and a place to be quietly alone with your thoughts
while your loved one receives hospital care in Port Huron, MI. I was happy to join the legions of HHH volunteers
to end my volunteer experience. I organized the literature shelves and clothing loan closet for HHH.

https://www.hunterhospitalityhouse.com
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